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Mission
Adapt best business practices to consistently
deliver comprehensive, innovative, cost-
effective top quality IT training  and services to
our clients globally in areas of communication
and digital world and skills enhancement,
software development and data centre
technologies.

 Values 
 We always believe in giving out the best
when it comes to offering services and
solutions to our clients and no doubt, it is
only possible due to our strong ethics and
desciplined work environment.

                     24HR7 COMMERCE PVT LTD

About Us

24HR7 COMMERCE PVT LTD is a
premier organisation founded in 2016.It
is growing as a commerce based
company which is also providing
sowftware products and live training as a
start up company which is prowered by
webwerks| iron mountain. Providing
high standard services in IT industry
which initially started as commerce
background has been expanded to
include software development and IT
consultancy services. 
       Currently we operate as three
strategic business units focusing on IT
training,IT services and IT staffing. Our
technological expertise provides high
quality standards. Creativity and
efficiency are combined in our services
to deliver maximum value our esteemed
clients.
Our IT expertise covers all available
platforms and numerous cutting-edge
technologies. 

Vision and mission

We prefer to make every employee as
an employer but not as an employee 
in the current and future generations.

 Professional

 We  engage in professional development
and adapt a progressive mind-set by
embracing new technology in our own
work and promoting it to others.

 We  believe in “ together each - achieve
more”. We work together with client and
all our associates as a team.

Team Work

Pursuit of excellence

 All our activities are driven by our passion
for excellence.

Integrity
Consistently behaving  and taking decisions in an
ethical, trustworthy and fair manner in all
spheres of life.

Respect

We respect and value people and uphold human
dignity.



A.VINAY KUMAR
PRODUCT AND PROJECT HEADCH. MADHU

CEO  
CH.MADHU will implement the
tasks with creativity  targets and
strategic objectives as determined
by the board of directors. As an
executive officer of the company.
Madhu report the status of the
business to the board of directors,
motivates the employees and
drives change with in the
organisation.

A.VINAY KUMAR  leads a team of  developers,
designers ,engineers ,and other professionals
who are essential to a projects success such as
information technology and financial
management. As a project head I dealt with
various clients  in the field or  remotely and
spend a great deal of time travelling to check
on a projects status, work location allows me
to manage many projects concurrently, and
aware of project status, prioritize situations
that require attentions to me. I develop
strategies by understanding the overall
company , knowing the changes in progress ,
and being familiar with the company
operations and goals .

 As a Project Lead, ERIVENTI NIKITHA is
responsible for guiding and instructing a
team, which is simply group of people
working together to  accomplish a
common goal. NIKITHA deals with  live
sessions to conduct and get Experience
to the team members, for the driving
force of the team & offering everything
from assignments to conflict resolution.
NIKITHA monitors the work of the team
to make sure that everyone is following
the schedule and not exceeding
budgetary constraints. 

ERIVENTI NIKITHA
PRODUCT AND PROJECT  LEAD
& HR - TECHNICAL 



K.AKSHITHA NIVED SAGAR
HR ADMIN

K.AKSHITHA is a HR - Admin
responsible for supporting the day-to-
day activities of the Human Resources
department . AKSHITHA handle tasks
related to personnel records data
management policy creation,
onboarding process and recruitment
assistance.

 MD MANNAN HUSSAIN 
 IT OPERATIONS HEAD

MD. MANNAN HUSSAIN Who perform
the operational activities of a business
and ensures that the workforce is
productive or not  MANNAN HUSSAIN
responsibilities include working with
junior staff on strategic planning,
ensuring that staff are all aware of
operational best practices and
implementing new technologies . 

NAINI NIHARIKA 
SEO EXPERT

NAINI NIHARIKA analyzes and changes a
website so it is optimized for search
engines and the website subsequently
ranks higher in the search results on
major search engines such as google and
bing.
           NIHARIKA  performs page
optimization across a website to ensure
search results are relevant and to create a  
positive user experience, growing website
traffic, lead volume and brand awareness. 



   M.SAI TEJA
TEAM LEADER

 K.CHANDRA SHEKAR
  ADMIN - SUPPORT

         S.LAVANYA
    STRATEGIC EXPERT

        OUR TEAM

As a strategic expert   she
finds solutions for client
queries contributing to
business development
and digital innovation 

As a admin support he
manages the task related to
supporting an office,and
include phone, email and
calender management, internal
communication preparing
reports etc.

As a team leader he provides
guidence and instruction to a
working group about the
project or portfolio of projects



 SESSIONS OFFERING

 DIGITAL MARKETING

SERVERS

 COMMUNICATION SKILLS



Digital marketing is also called as online marketing is the
promotion of brands to connect with potential customers
using internet and other forms of digital communication.
This includes not only email, social media and web based
advertising but also text and multimedia messages as a
marketing channel.

 SERVERS

 COMMUNICATION SKILLS

 DIGITAL MARKETING

 A server is a computer or system that provides resources,
data services or programs to other computers known as
clients over a network. Whenever computers share
resources with client machines they are considered servers.
There are many types of servers including web servers, mail
servers, and virtual servers. 

Communication at its simplest is the act of transferring  the
information from one person to another. it may be vocally,
written or digital media.  



POWERED BY

LIVE STREAMING OF 
TECHNICAL WORLD   


